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Assessing theSecurity Implicationsof Genome Editing Technology

Report of an internationalworkshop in Herrenhausen 11-13 October 2017

Foreword

To come - by Volker

What this publication of theworkshop proceedings is, and what IAP intends to do with it.



Report of the Workshop
Academies of science, comprising the lnterAcademy Partnership (IAP), the European
Academies Sciences Advisory Council (EASAC), the US National Academies of Science,
Engineering and Medicine (NASEM), and the German National Academy of Sciences

Leopoldina, convened an internationalworkshop of experts in genome editing, security
studies and public policy. Internationaldialogue was considered to be particularly important
becauseof the rapid development and widespread use of genome editing tools in countries
with various, sometimes divergent, regulations and governance of research.

The workshop organisers thankthe Volkswagen Foundation and the Gordon and Betty
Moore Foundation for their support. This report has been prepared and published by IAP.

The views expressed in these proceedings of the workshop do not necessarilyrepresent
those of the individual academiesof science or workshop funders.

Welcome from the organisers

In welcoming participants, Volker ter Meulen (IAP) described the broad interests of the

workshop organising committee in examining issues for emerging technologies —

exemplified by genome editing — their potential benefitsand concerns. Previous work by
individual academiesand their networks, IAP and EASAC, has already helped to lead
discussion on the manifold implicationsof the new tools and on responsible science more

broadly. Researchers cannot dissociate themselves from the uses of the new knowledge
theygenerate and they must take into consideration the reasonablyforeseeable

consequences of their activities.Through engagementwith broader society, researchers
also have the opportunity to help promote policies thatare intended to support both

improved security and continued scientific progress.

A major goal of the workshop is to enable the research, security and policy communities to

discuss the potential benefitsand security implications— associated with intended misuse —

of these technologies and what might be done to prevent or mitigate potential harm. The

workshop has been organised with breakout sessions to facilitateinclusive discussion with
wide geographical, sectoral and disciplinary representation. In the time available, it is not

possible to resolve all the issues but the aim is to bring greater clarity to concerns that had
been raised elsewhere.

In adding a personal welcome from IAP, Professor ter Meulen observed that previous IAP

work had assisted in clarifying the implicationsof scientificadvance, fostered understanding
of governance mechanisms- including responsible research conductl — and encouraged
links with policy-makers for example in discussion of the Biological Weapons Convention

(BWC). IAP regards proactive internationaldialogue as vital to support and inform public
engagement. Sharing of evidence and good practice is also highly important to the IAP

objective to build academycapacity at the science—policy interface.

1 IAP and IAC 2012, Responsible conduct in theglobal research enterprise,
http://interacademies.net/fi|e.aspx?id=19789



Wilhelm Krull (VolkswagenFoundation) noted thatscientific advances may have many
socio-economic implications. For example, as seen recently, the opportunities inherent in

genome editing may help to drive corporate merger plans and political coalitions.

Recognition of the importance of molecular biosciences is not new but genome editing may
be perceived as a tipping point with many potential consequences. This international
consortium had worked hard to construct a stimulating and intensive programme to

generate ideas and identify priorities in a fast-movingfield and, thereby, inform and lead

subsequent discussion and action.

Thierry Courvoisier (EASAC) introduced the EASAC European report, published earlier in the

year, on Genome Editingz that had included discussion of safety and security aspects, the
latter primarilyin the context of responsible science and self-regulation. EASAC supports the

continuing international discussion of the issues: in order to better understand the global
environment, to set potential security concerns into the broader context of the potential
societal benefits, and to reflect on how the scientificcommunity can play its part in the
wider engagement with stakeholders and publics, recognising thatscience moves rapidly
and society also changes.

Diane Griffin (NASEM) observed thatthe involvementof the US national academies in these
issues began in 2001 and has continued up to a recent report on dual use research of

concern in the life sciences, encompassing also a series of published studies on specific
aspects of genome editing-°’. These are complex global issues, involving many disciplines. The

workshop is timely and relevant in its objectives to clarify what is uncertain and to lead to a

common understanding of the scientific norms for genome editing.

Jorg Hacker (German National Academy of Sciences Leopoldina) added that the Leopoldina
also had significant interests in the area of genome editing‘, whose developments may lead
to expansion of research outside of the conventional laboratory setting. There is a general
tension between researcher freedom and research responsibility,and previous debates
about dual use have indicated that research findings and methods have a potential to be
misused. In the view of the Leopoldina, formal legal instruments offer only limited

protection against misuse and research progress can be difficult to predict. Therefore, the
research community has to accept its responsibilityand develop mechanisms of self-

governance in handling security-relevant research issues. Work by the Leopoldina and
others to be discussed later in the workshop has underpinned the establishment of
committees throughoutGermany to manage responsible research guidelines, review

opportunities and risk, and minimise unintended consequences.

2 EASAC 2017, Genome editing: scientific opportunities, public interests and policy options in the European
Union
3 For example, US National Academies 2016, Geneticallyengineered crops: experiences and prospects; 2016,
Gene drives on the horizon; 2017, Human genome editing: science, ethicsand consequences
4 For example, Leopoldina and others 2015, The opportunities and limits of genome editing



Keynote lectures: A New Age of Biology

This session, chaired by Indira Nath (All India Institute of Medical Science), was designed to

provide high-level overview of genome editing technologies within the broader contexts of

biotechnologyand of communicatingabout new technologies with the public.

Sir Venki Ramakrishnan (Royal Society) introduced A New Age of Biology by observing that

although genetic technologies might seem new, selective breeding of domesticated crops
and animals had been underway for a very long time. But the new tools are very powerful,
in dramaticallydecreasing the cost of DNA sequencing and synthesis and allowing the

increasinglyprecise, cheap and easy editing of entire genomes. The relationship of
researcher and the natural world may be changing: from observing, preserving and

controlling, to creating and directing evolution. Genome editing tools have potential uses in:

o Tacklinghuman disease — e.g. to treat single or multi-gene disorders but also to

make cosmeticchanges and, perhaps, to enhance human abilities.Controversy
regarding some of these applications is magnified by the future possibilityto edit the

germline and change future generations.
0 Editing gene drives — e.g. to control insect vectors of diseases such as malaria.This

application raises questions about the consequences of eliminating entire species,
and how to test those consequences, although there may also be applications to

correct previous human disturbances of vulnerable ecosystems (typically,to reverse

the introduction of a rodent pest on an island).
0 Food security — e.g. to generate crops with higher yield, greater nutrient content and

resistance to drought, pests, pathogensor herbicides.

Previous use of genetic technologies in crop breeding had sometimes been controversial,
possibly becauseof the perception thatcommercial priorities were different from societal

priorities. There is need to catalyse debate on what technology can do and on the
distribution of risks and benefits,acknowledgingthatviews on risk depend on context and
culture. The Royal Society is currently initiating public dialogue to explore views on which

genetic technology applications should be developed, why, and under what conditions.

Professor Ramakrishnan advised that regulatory systems should focus on the characteristics
of an organism, ratherthan on how it is created, should be adaptable and future-proof
(expecting new technology to emerge), and should contribute to a web of protection to

guard against abuse alongside, for example, ethicalguidelines, constraints on purchasing
DNA, and otherchecks. Also, of great importance, there must be global cooperation to reap
and spread the benefitsof the new age of biology,and to agree on how to regulate risks.

Robin Lovell-Badge (The Francis Crick Institute) reviewed The Latest Advances in Genome

Editing: Between Promise and Alarm. The recent advances in genome editing, comprising
ZFNs, TALENs and now CRISPR-Cas9, had stimulated very large research expansion. As part
of the rational design of improved editing components, there are now many CRISPR effector
nucleases varying, for example, in on- versus off-target specificity,or ease of expression by
viral vectors. Among very recent research advances with the objective to improve targeting
further are new variants such as HypaCas9,where enhanced proof reading governs



targeting accuracy.The mechanisms relying on endogenous repair using CRISPR-Cas9

systems, all now used in early human embryo research, can be classified as:

0 Non-homology end joining (NHEJ) to make an inactivatingmutation, or allow protein
synthesis if promoting the skipping of an exon with a nonsense mutation.

0 Homology-directed repair (HDR), which leads to a precise exchange of sequences
and has many uses to alter gene coding or regulatory regions, or to insert markers.

- Base editing, to alter a single base pair C:G to T:A, to create a mutation in coding or

regulatory region, including induction of STOP codons, an efficient way to inactivate

eukaryotic genes.

Among other recent research advances are:

0 Cas9 nickage to induce a single-stranded break, e.g. in an application in transgenic
cattle for increased resistance to tuberculosis.

0 Changing DNA expression by using Cas9 with inactivatednuclease activity. Epigenetic
modifiers can also be used to affect how and when genes becomeactive, and can be
inherfled.

0 Modifying RNA instead of DNA, e.g. using CR|SPR—Cas13a, and therebyaffecting
gene expression.

0 Diverse methodsto regulate Cas9 activities— in terms of targets, level, location and
time — to avoid high or persistent levels of Cas9 thatmight induce off—target effects.

0 Multiplexing, to target more than one gene at a time. This has many conceivable

applications, such as inactivationof porcine endogenous retrovirus in pigs (to
facilitatexenotransplantation),development of screens for biological processes or

disease, recreating extinct species, and buildingsyntheticDNA for applications as

molecular machinesor in data storage.

Professor Lovell-Badge concentrated on promise rather than alarm but noted one concern:

security depends on detection and it may be hard to ascertain what changes in an organism
were due to the use of an editing tool.

Dominigue Brossard (University of Wisconsin-Madison) focused on The Importance of Public

Engagementfor Discussions about Emerging Technologies, examining objectives and models
for so doing. Many models have been proposed along the spectrum of
inform/consult/deliberate/co-create,variously reconcilingthe objectives to promote
dialogue and exert influence.There are numerous practical issues, including how to increase
involvement of those groups often relatively neglected.

Whether increasing the provision of information leads to increasing support for science (the
knowledge deficit model) remains controversial although there is evidence from work on

genome editing thatthis is so. Attitudes are also determined by many other things, including
religion, ideology and the degree of cultural deference. US public opinion sampling suggests
that there is little difference in attitudes to somatic and germline human cell editing, but
that there is more public support for the objectives of therapy than of enhancement. Public
views do need to be taken into account: as remarked in the NASEM 2016 report on modified



crops ”a purely technical assessmentof risk can result in an analysis thataccurately
answered the wrong questions and willbe of little use to decision—makers.”

Professor Brossard concluded by emphasising thateveryone is thinkingabout technology -

this may be in ways thatare different to those of the scientificcommunity but scientists

must engage to help develop better policies for complex issues. This is particularly
important online, where much of the audiencenow resides, and to engage groups who are

voicing conflictingopinions. These points are elaborated further in a subsequent session.

Among issues raised in general discussion with the audiencewere:

0 When should regulation be applied, e.g. before translation of research to practice?
Speakers re-emphasised thatvarious approaches to regulation should be embraced
within the web of protection but thatthe objective should be to focus on regulating
the product not the technology.

0 Should all information be shared publicly?There may be exceptions, e.g. if a journal
limits publication on a modified pathogen sequence but there should be a general
presumption of openness (discussed further in subsequent sessions).

0 How should editing be monitored? Assessment can be made by full genome

sequencing but if sample size is small (e.g. the early embryo), then accuracy is

harder. New technologies to sequence DNA or amplify the signal may help. New

methods may also improve targeting, by reducing mosaicism in early embryos or by
increasing efficiency in delivery of viral vectors.

Advances in Genome Editing: Promise and Readiness

Baerbel Friedrich (Alfred Krupp Institute of Advanced Studies) chairing, introduced the

session, designed to outline the latest developments in genome editing applications and
their readiness for use in different fields. The focus would be on function, discussed with

regard to potential societal value and timelines for delivery, taking account of differences
between alternative genome editing research approaches.

Duanging Pei (Chinese Academy of Sciences) in reviewing Genome Editing in Medicine,
reinforced points made by Professor Lovell-Badge, noting the successive advances

represented by ZFNs, TALENs and CRISPR-Cas9, both in understanding biologyand in

expanding potential applications. Opportunities in medicine include:

0 Better understanding of disease and faster development of more detailed animal
models for drug discovery.

0 Somatic therapy,either ex vivo, e.g. editing blood cells for treatment of cancer or

thalassemia,or in vivo, e.g. editing liver cells for haemophiliaand muscle cells for
muscular dystrophy. In vivo editing currently has more challenges, associated with

targeted delivery, but probably has thegreater potential once barriers are resolved.

0 Heritable genome editing requires significant further R&D and strengtheningof
ethical review before clinical trials can be contemplated, but the tools are improving.



Among major issues to be considered are: risks for future generations who cannot

consent; the need for long—term follow-up; consequences for societal acceptance of
children with genetic disorders; and concerns that this may become a step towards
biologicalenhancement. Embryo editing uses a precious resource and there must be
internationalcooperation, inclusive of stakeholders-5.

Dan Voytas (University of Minnesota) addressed Genome Editing in Agriculture and also

highlighted twin motivations, to understand the biologyof how plant genes function and to

confer enhanced traits. Recent advances were exemplified in case studies of differing
methodology:

Using the transgenic strategy to make targeted gene knockouts, with no foreign DNA in the

genome of subsequent generations —TALEN-edited soybean to increase the content of
mono—unsaturated fatty acids. The purpose is to improve storage life and cooking properties
but this route to modified soybean oil also avoids the disadvantage of the alternative,
hydrogenation, route (where an increase in trans-fattyacids brings health concerns). Proof-
of-principle has been achieved and the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) pronounced
thatthis product was not a regulated article and could proceed to field trials to determine
whether it would be appropriate for commercialisation (expected in 2018).

Using homologous recombinationto introduce a wide varietyof modifications. Many
research projects are underway, e.g. editing corn to fix atmosphericnitrogen or enhancing
photosynthesisby converting plants from the C3 to C4 pathway. These are complex
ambitionsand there are technical challenges, e.g. in delivering editing into cells and

developing stable translation methodology,but proof-of-principle has been achievedfor
herbicide—tolerantcassava. This may become a significant advance in combatting weed

problems faced by smallholders (withsocietal benefits, e.g. in allowing children to attend
school rather than weeding fields). The question as to how such products will be regulated is

not yet answered because the USDA had never previously considered genome edited crops
of this type. It is anticipated thattherewill now be rapid increase in these research

approaches worldwide.

Fred Gould (North Carolina State University) considered Gene Drives: From Species
Eradication to Species Preservation. Historically,there have been two general approaches to

genetic control of insects: replacing strains (e.g. transgenic Aedes aegyptito curtail dengue
virus transmission) or suppressing/eradicatingthem (e.g. use of irradiated sterile male
release to control screw worm fly). However, in the early work there was often still a large
proportion of the native population present in the environment, and methods to increase

efficiencyof modification were needed. Gene drives were designed to spread throughout
populations. Site-specific selfish genes were proposed as a tool for the control and genetic
engineering of natural populations but progress was slow until the advent of genome
editing, in particular CRISPR-Cas9. Using gene drive for eradication, the genome editing

5 Proposal for internationalconsortium for research, buildingon previous academydiscussions: D Pei et al.
"Human embryo editing: opportunities and importance of transnationalcooperation” Cell Stem Cell 2017 21,
423-426.



construct converts from heterozygous to homozygous recombination,such thatthe altered
gene is almost always inherited, e.g. targeting female reproduction in the malaria mosquito
vector A. gambiae.However, there is evidence that resistance can develop here, and also
when using gene drive for replacement:the possibilityof gene drive failure (often because
of NHEJ) remains a significant concern. Anotherconcern surrounds what happens when
moving from the laboratory to the wider environment — what may be theconsequences of
transforming or eradicating an entire species (a point previewed by Professor
Ramakrishnan)?Thus, it is necessary to consider the management frameworknecessary to
deal with a stable gene drive and also to avoid over-promising benefits in the eventuality
thatgene drives are found to be unstable. These concerns will be discussed in subsequent
sessions, but it is worth noting that there may be opportunities to reverse or otherwise
locally restrict gene drives.

Lennart Randau (Max Planck Institute for Terrestrial Microbiology)describing Genome
Editing in Microbes, showed that there is considerable diversity of CRISPR-Cas systems, with
identifiablydifferent functions. Classificationof this diversity provides an expanding tool box
for editing in support of innovation. It can reasonablybe assumed that most, if not all,
editing tools have now been identified in those microbialgenomes thathave been
sequenced but, of course, there are many microbesyet to be discovered or sequenced.
There has also been significant progress in understanding the efficiencyof editing in
different microbes so as to select model strains for engineering, e.g. applying CRISPR-Cas9 in

recombineeringE. coli strains. Research on cascade type 1 CRISPR-Cas effector complexes
has helped to clarify the relationship between size of complex, stabilityand efficacyof
genome targeting. Some viruses have evolved anti-CRISPR proteins thatspecifically block
Cas nuclease activity.These anti-CRISPR proteins may be of value in regulating genome
editing by decreasing off—target side effects. The increasing understandingof bacterial
biology is also revealing new opportunities to tackle pathogens, including the major
therapeuticgoal to avoid development of microbial resistance to antibiotics.

General discussion of these presentations explored the extent to which genome editing
research can expand outside of the traditional laboratory settings — such expansion might
be difficult to regulate and, thereby, increase security concerns. Although some reagents
can be obtained online, all applications currently depend on significant research skills. Other
aspects of the regulatory frameworkwere also raised. For example, for crop breeding
applications, US review by the FDA could require testing of plant metabolite profiles but FDA

guidelines are currently reasonablyclear on the boundaries defining which mutations would
be acceptable, e.g. if theycould have occurred naturally.

Assessing the Security Dimensions Associated with Specific Applicationsof Genome Editing
Technologies

This session was designed to explore potential security — intended misuse — concerns for
different applications and how feasible these concerns may be. Are there biological,
technical, expertise— or infrastructure-related constraints on the security risks?



In introducing the session, Chair David Relman (Stanford University) called for clarificationof
which concerns are most relevant, for whom (withinthe science community and also for
those with responsibilityto anticipate or respond to adverse outcomes), and over what
timeframe. How might consequences with a long lag-time for appearance be mitigated? It is

important to avoid making assumptions about those who intend harm or are irresponsible,
and more needs to be done to analyse the intersection of capabilityand intent.

Piers Millet (Future of Humanity Institute, Oxford University) presented on Assessing the
Security implicationsof Emerging Technologies: What Do We Need to Know? based on a

background paper circulated to participants‘‘. Concern had been augmented when the US
Director of National Intelligence labelled genome editing as a security threatand, although
detail was lacking,the concern seems to persist in the national intelligence community. It
might be postulated thatthe concern for misuse could include: altering pathogens,
application of gene drives, influencingfuture human generations, new types of neurological
weapons, and enhancement of military capabilities(”super soldiers”). Reports by IAP, EASAC
and NASEM had all alluded to potential dual use/security concerns evoked by emerging
technologies in the biosciences (theseand otheracademydocuments are discussed in
details). More broadly,the scientific community had identified rules for workingwith dual
use materials and the type of activitiesthatmay pose concern. Responsibilitiesfor
scientists, their institutions and the regulatory authoritieshave all been discussed in the
literature. It should also be emphasised thatgenome editing could be helpful to boost the
abilityto deal with disease threatsand develop counter—measures to biologicalweapons.

However, it is important to reflect more widely about what is meant by the term security. In
addition to considering the potential misuse in biologicalweapons, national security would
cover, e.g. the security of resources, energy, manufacturingand data. It is also vital to take
account of the changing risk environment, such that products thatmight otherwise be
safe/secure may pose higher risks in unqualified hands. The pace of change brings various
challenges that might undermine traditional security frameworks:

0 Could the expansion of research overwhelm regulatory capacity?
0 Might regulatory controls be circumvented, e.g. if research moved from pathogenic

to hitherto non-pathogenicorganisms?
0 Will international norm-setting be outpaced?

There was wide-ranging general discussion about the issues, including:

o Is there anythingunique about genome editing and its security concerns? Many
scientists regard it as an extension of previous methodologiesand the security
concerns as a continuation of previous concerns.

0 Has genome editing been discussed in the meetings of the Biological Weapons
Convention (BWC)? Yes, togetherwith other advances in science and technology,
covering the benefitsas well as the concerns. It is important to keep informing the
State Parties to the BWC about science and technology advances, and potential

5 httpi/nas-sites.org/dels/files/2017/OyBiosecure-GeneEditingBiosecurity-Report-170925.pdf



implications. It is also important to ensure that the global ban on biologicalweapons
does not damage objectives for other applications of the bioeconomy.

0 Are scientists well prepared to predict security implications?To reiterate, the issues
are not unique for genome editing, and scientists are well placed to stimulate the
broader, continuing debate. This internationalworkshop is just the beginning.

0 Do we understand what, in particular, the intelligence community is worried about?
There may be other relevant dimensions, e.g. for national competitive advantage —

the concern thatothercountries are capitalising on advancing science to compete
with US technological advantage.

0 What is the better plan to prevent misuse — keep information secret or disclose it?
Although there may not be a lot of evidence to inform this choice, a culture of
openness and transparency is considered to promote efforts to counter misuse.

Breakout Discussions — Assessing the Security Dimensions Associated with Specific
Applicationsof Genome Editing

/-

The goal of the breakout sessions was to differentiate between security concerns associated
with particular applications of genome editing and map the scientificevidence supporting
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those concerns. Breakout groups were asked to discuss the state of the science, the
technical skill and equipment required to develop the application and the biological
plausibilityof suggested uses and misuses.

Question 1 What are the major security risks thathave been identified or postulated for this
application?
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Question 2 How much consensus or disagreement is there about these potential risks with
regard to:

Timeframe — current, near-, medium- or long-term.
Feasibilityof using this application in thisway.
Accessibilityto a range of potential nefarious actors.

Question 3 What is the evidence base for identifying these risks? What additional evidence
would assist in analysingand assessing the potential risks?

Question 4 Are there other risks, such as safety, thatare of particular concern for this
application? If so, what are they?

Summary of Breakout Sessions, Contributed by Rapporteurs, and Plenary Discussion

Chair Diane Griffin (NASEM).

Human cell editing

9.;

It is difficult to avoid mixing safety and security issues or to consider all issues
appertaining to human health separate from otherapplications (e.g. pathogen
manipulation in microbial production systems). It is important to differentiate
between somatic and germline applications.
Issues for delivery systems may also need to be taken into account, e.g. the evidence
thataerosol/viralvectors may induce lung cancer.

There might be misuse potential for off—label use, e.g. employing a medical product
registered to treat a muscle or cognitive disorder for enhancement in military use, or

by individuals for theirown gain. Attitudes to the optimisation of normal biology
(and what might be covered by the doctor-patient relationship) probably varies
between countries. It is also worth noting that biologicalenhancement could serve

as a counter—measure against biologicalweapons.

Significant basic research is conducted in animal models but this is not yet close to
human embryo application. Germline editing in human embryos may be possible in
the longer-term (10+ years). Somatic gene therapy is likely to be available in the
near-medium term (1-10 years).
Accessibilityby nefarious actors would be different in different countries. A
significant amount of regulation governs germline editing, e.g. Oviedo Convention,
national embryo protection Acts. The DIY community is unlikely to do human
genome editing in the near future. Regulation of military research and development
is more challenging. There is a general point thatdeliberationswithin the academic
community may be irrelevant to those who wish to pursue nefarious purposes.

11



Qé

- There is need to understand the conditions that may repurpose this technology for
hostile use - intent as well as accessibility.Current evidence for security concerns is
weak and it is difficult to quantify the threat, in part because research to gather
evidence might itself not be permitted.

Q.‘_l

0 It is important to take into account differing cultural views, e.g. on biological
enhancement or germline interventions. It is also essential to consider the global as

well as domestic dimensions of security — economic competitiveness issues may be
more pronounced in the latter.

0 Stakeholders to be engaged include: scientists, citizen scientists, NGOs, ethicists,
patient groups, policy makers and the media, as well as the public-at-large.

Editing in agriculture (plants and animals!

1-2

0 Nothing is completely new but genome editing facilitatesresearch. Genome editing
may have no footprint and a lack of traceabilitychallenges regulation and
enforcement.

o The knowledge base for potential malfeasants is growing and research locations
expand (into the DIY community). However, better access to knowledge may also
help to counteract misuse. Food security might be endangered if genome editing
were to be regulated too strictly: better access to technology and education
ultimately reduces risks. There may also be an increased risk from conflictbetween
different regulatory systems.

Qé

- The evidence base for defining the DIY threat is inadequate.
0 Regulation in global south countries can draw on established models elsewhere: e.g.

biosecurityand safety councils and otheradvisory groups.

QA

- A broader range of voices — especially from global south countries —must be
captured to clarify perceived risks.

0 Dialogue between stakeholders in food systems must be maintained and civil society
engaged to the fullest extent possible.

12



Gene drive applications

(.11

Risks are associated with intended as well as unintended use: including the escape of
drives from one location to another, transfer of the drive to non-target species, and
continued evolution of the drive into a new, harmful, construct.

There is a potential for threat to human health (e.g. if malaria transmission were

increased),agriculture (e.g. increasing insect pests and plant damage), and ecology
(e.g. if drives were used as a protest by renegade scientists).
There could be significant economic impact if there were loss of public confidence in
science — undermining the broader research enterprise — even in the absence of
physical harm.

Gene drive is further into the future than some otherediting applications. As there
has been no successful deployment yet (first full release is probably 5+ years), all
risks would be long-term. Nonetheless informationgenerated now may be useful for
the future.

Generally,accessibilityis perceived as difficult, there are significant infrastructure
requirements, and therewould be easier ways to cause physical harm. For gene
drive, there are no Select Agents used or DNA sequences that might be flagged as a

basis for regulation. The US military is funding gene drive research and this might
provoke other States to do the same.

The evidence base for use or misuse is limited e.g. in terms of genetics, target
population effects and ecology. Information may not be generalisable between
different vectors and pests. Useful information might, however, be obtained from
natural gene drives and from modelling studies on effectiveness.

Country laws will determine regulatory requirements but it should be recognised
thatguidelines for public funding will be irrelevant to those using other funding.

Gene drive researchers have a good track record in being proactive and responsible.
There is continuing need to create a culture of responsibilityencompassing
researchers, funders, publishers and others (e.g. vendors of DNA sequences). But '

what would be effective in constraining those with malign intent?
Media hyperbole may lead to involvementof nefarious others - but we are not sure

who we are worried about. "Knee jerk” reactions by policy makers are to be avoided.

13



Microbialapplications

9.;

Again, nothing is completely novel but there is transformative potential for
organisms other than bacteria, e.g. yeast. The technique could be used to construct

pathogens, and pathogenscould be weaponised. The categories of concern

identified in the initial US academieswork (Fink report, 2004) are still relevant.
Information flows (digitalisation of DNA data) are becoming increasinglyimportant in

widening access.

However, as emphasised previously,benefitscan mitigate security concerns.

During this data accumulation phase of research, the timeframe for any potential
risk is difficult to estimate.

States remain a particular concern as nefarious actors. There may be minor changes
in accessibilityby non-State actors but no certainty thatthis change is significant.

Scientificevidence has an important role in monitoring risk but different
stakeholders — including the security community- have different expectations about
the type of evidence needed to make an assessment.

Stakeholders, including scientific, law enforcement, intelligence, and policy
communities, and the public, should be engaged, but this is not easy. Is there
political will to enact any proposals, nationallyor internationally?
It is essential to continue educating scientists about codes of conduct.

After the Breakout sessions had reported, discussion emphasised various common points:

Generally,genome editing has made applications more accessible but has also

depended on many other advances (e.g. decreasing cost of gene sequencing and

synthesis). Thus, genome editing should be viewed as part of the new era of biology
ratherthan compartmentalised as somethingunique. Nonetheless,when genome
editing delivers a product different from previously (e.g. improved crops withoutthe

presence of foreign DNA), thatshould be recognised in the regulatory framework.
Commentators should avoid generalising about the DIY community or any other

group — it is the intent that is important in misuse, although there may also be risks
arising from error. Unintended (safety) concerns as well an intended (security)
concerns must both be taken into account in risk assessment.There is also risk in

overstating what can be achievedoutside of the conventional laboratory setting.
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0 Among the benefitsthatmay result is a timely contribution to counter-measures to

mitigate security concerns: discussion of the balance of risks and benefits needs to

be cognisant of the rapid pace of science and technology.
0 Countries may vary in their attitudes to valuing outcomes, e.g. one country may

judge the eradication of a mosquito species a benefitwhereas for a neighbour, this a

potential risk. Different country interests may be reconcilableby international
convention and there should be proactive collective deliberationof the issues.

0 In summary, it was difficult to identify whether, and what, misuse would be most

likely for different applicationsof editing. For microbes, the misuse of natural
pathogens (e.g. anthrax)seems more probable than an edited organism. For gene
drive, the point was reiterated thatthe greatest concern may relate to undermining
of public confidence in research ratherthan specific physical harm. Impact on public
confidence was also seen as the greatest concern in agriculture. For human germline
editing, there would be concern if the technology was used inappropriately, in
unregulated clinics. That thiswould be a health, but not necessarilya security
concern, illustratesthe pervasive point that issues for bioethics,security and safety
and for deliberate/accidentalrisks are easilyconflated.

Strategies for Addressing Potential Security Risks of Genome Editing

Chair PilarOssario (University of Wisconsin-Madison) introduced the session by observing
thatgovernance has many tools and thatthe session would range widely in drawing on the
diverse experience of participants, encompassing legal, regulatory and policy strategies,
norms of responsible behaviourand voluntary guidelines, togetherwith scientific and
technical strategies.

Legal, Regulatory and Policy Strategies for Genome Editing: General

Michele Garfinkel (EMBO) reviewed how governance encompasses: the processes variously
leading to e.g. legislation, norm—setting, self-regulation; policy development (expanding the
options) and politics (narrowing the options); the tensions between individual stakeholders,
groups and governments; the trade-offs, compromises and development of trust; and, as

discussed earlier in the workshop, the implicationsof technology changing faster than

governance processes can accommodate.Governance tools include treaties, laws, soft law

(e.g. standards, guidelines, self-regulation) and strategic intelligence, that is learning lessons
from what had been done previously.

A case study on syntheticbiology illustrated the issues for developing a governance
framework,and identifying objectives in mitigating risks by exploring incremental
differences — whether the emerging technology differs from previous technologies.
Governance is the responsibilityof governments, science administrators and funders, but
also of scientists. Emphasising the point made earlier in the workshop, scientists need

training, e.g. on what is dual use.
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SR Rao (Ministry of Science and Technology,Government of India) also provided an

experienced perspective on legislation and regulation, drawn from involvementwith various
genetic technologies, especially GMOs, new breeding techniques and gene therapy.

 

Countries vary in their definition of what is a DNA technology, in theirattitude to what
should be covered by law relating to biosafetyand biosecurity,and in theiroversight by
particular ministries. Risk assessment systems tend to be more similar between countries
and there are opportunities for global consensus in governance. It was recommended that
genome editing public policy should guide debate and development of the field, toward the
goal of dynamic and flexible international harmonisation thatwill address security issues.
Supervision of basic research should continue as under current systems with their focus on

safety and ethical review; accompanied by specific product benefitand risk assessment and
managementapproaches.

Legal, Regulatory and Policy Strategies: Security-Specific

Daniel Feakes (Biological Weapons Convention, ImplementationSupport Unit) described the
history of the BWC (_wv_vw.unog.c$[l_3wc)and the norm against using disease as a weapon, its
scope (applying to all science and technology developments in the life sciences) and its
weaknesses, in that it has no institutional basis or in-built verification mechanism. IAP had
initiated significant effort on the BWC, advising the necessity of taking account of the
benefitof bioscience technologies as well as the risks. Convergence of technologies may
present new challenges for policy instruments. For example, if artificial intelligence is
coupled with genome editing to optimise the power of the latter, then the pace of advance
may acceleratefurther.

The BWC is relevant to the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in multiple respects:
not just SDG 16 (just, peaceful and inclusive societies), but also e.g. SDG 3 (healthy lives),
SDG 4 (education),SDG 9 (resilient infrastructure) and SDG 17 (global partnership). There
are continuing opportunities for the scientific community to engage with BWC policy
makers, e.g. during the annual meeting of the State Parties.

Catherine Rhodes (Centre for the Study of Existential Risk, University of Cambridge)
contributed additional insight on institutional security structures as part of the science-
policy interface. It is possible to learn lessons from previous activities— in terms of how to
share informativeexperience, how to manage complementaryactivitiesand how to avoid
the cost of duplicating effort. In addition to the BWC, there are various mechanisms
whereby the scientific and security communities can engage: via standing advisory boards
(e.g. for the OIE biological threat reduction strategy) or ad hoc advisory and consultative

processes (e.g. for the CBD syntheticbiology initiative); laboratory networks (e.g. WHO
Reference laboratories); through online fora (e.g. FAO); journals and collaborations; and as

expert rosters during crisis events. There are additional routes outside of formal
institutional structures where expert communities can raise awareness, model scenarios
and disseminate good practice, to support capacity buildingand engage with the public.
Academies and their networkscan play an increasinglyvaluable role.
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Norms of Responsible Behaviour and Voluntary Guidelines

Indira Nath (All India Institute of Medical Sciences) reviewed the IAP work on research
integrity and scientific responsibility,based on global values of honesty, fairness, objectivity,
reliability,scepticism, accountabilityand openness. The IAP report1 in 2012 with
recommendationsfor researchers, their institutions, sponsors and journals was followed by
an educational guide in 2016. Among key themes in the report, relevant to the workshop,
were: challenges from research trends; responsibilityof science to global society
(preventing misuse and exercising global stewardship); preventing and tackling irresponsible
research behaviour; and global harmonisation of practices.

In developing these themes furtherwith regard to genome editing, Professor Nath
remarked that it is difficult to predict the consequences of basic research but the research
community is responsible for creating institutions and practices to address possible risks of
both existing and emerging technologies. Fostering mentorship was identified as a core part
of developing responsible conduct. To attain global harmonisation in research standards and
practices requires: improving the quality and accessibilityof research data at the global
level; improving the environment for inter-disciplinary and international collaboration;
standardising approaches where possible (e.g. on embryonic research, clinical trials);
introducing global peer review; education to promote research integrity; and encouraging
stakeholders to exercise leadership.

Ulrich Sieber (Max Planck Institute for Foreign and International Criminal Law) described the
recent approach by the Max Planck Society (MPS), togetherwith the Leopoldina and
German Research Foundation (DFG) to address ethical issues and the risks of research. The
starting point was the perception of a conflictbetween "principles of free research” and
"research risks” (whetherarising from the researcher’s own behaviouror misuse by others).
Hence, what are the limits of research? How, and by whom, are these limits determined?
How can adherenceto limits be enforced?

There are two normative options — legal regulation and self—regulation. Legal regulation has
the advantages of clear legitimacyand enforceabilitybut disadvantages of being time-

consuming, inflexible,nationally-limitedand in representing regulation by politicians rather
than experts. Self-regulation has advantages in being managed by experts and their peers
with high motivation, and has transnational potential. But the disadvantages of self-
regulation are its questionable legitimacy,lack of a concretising institution and being mostly
sector-specific, with a plurality of norms, non—bindingand difficult to enforce. In attempting
the optimal mix of the two normative approaches, the MP5 developed rules to create

effective self-regulation to simulate a legal regime. The main features of this initiative were:

0 Legitimation and acceptance — agreed upon by research leaders in Max Planck
Institutes.

- Representing a general approach — to cover all types of research risk.
0 Guiding principle to balance the freedom and benefitsof science with responsibility

to protect essential values.
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0 Specification of ethical principles for key activities,e.g. risk analysis and risk
minimisation, research moratoria, training and education.

0 Procedural determination of principles in individual cases by ethicscommittees.

The MPS initiative has now been taken forward by the Leopoldina and DFG to develop
model rules on scientific freedom and scientific responsibility,with creation of a joint
committee7 for handling security-relevant research, and dissemination of good practice
throughout research groups in Germany.

Scientificand technical strategies

Ursula Jenal (Jena| & Partners) described the work of the Swiss Academiesg on a code of
conduct to address the misuse potential in academicsettings, as part of a concerted

governance mechanism. The aims were to: raise awareness and broaden discussion; give
incentive for assuming responsibilityfor one’s own research as a matter of course;
anticipate or pre-empt regulatory requirements; and foster public confidence. Proposals for
a code of conduct were sometimes met with reluctance becauseofthe uncertainties

relating to risk assessmentof misuse potential of biological research and the difficulties in

establishing an effective enforcement mechanism. This SCNAT project proceeded as a series
of workshopswith researchers, and the outcomes covered issues for awareness,

responsibility,misuse potential, training, publishing, and public engagement. Principal
investigators have to be role models to their students, who come from varied backgrounds.
Furthermore, a scientificculture has to be encouraged, where researchers can say if
something is wrong: this requires a basis of research in collaboration rather than
competition.

Owain Edwards (CommonwealthScientificand Industrial Research Organisation) presented
on scientific and technical strategies for mitigating gene drive research, based primarilyon

studies in Australia. The previous history of safeguarding gene drives has concentrated on

the laboratory research phase, e.g. in terms of molecular, ecological and reproductive
barriers. These same principles could be applied to field—sca|e research:

0 Reducing off-target effects: which could be managed as in other genome editing
applications, most such effects would not be propagated by gene drive systems.

0 Containing gene drive systems: this could be geographic (e.g. if tackling island rodent
infestation); might use target population—specificalleles, reversal drives or

engineered kill switches; or by se|f—limiting systems (e.g. if resistance alleles are

naturally present or introduced by NHEJ) or threshold drives — changing the level of
selective disadvantage changes dissemination throughout the population.

0 Preventing unintended ecological consequences: but the consequence is not always
predictable, e.g. the target population may not be as isolated as assumed, with

7 DFG and Leopoldina 2016, Joint Committee on the Handling of Security-Relevant Research. Progress Report.
3 Swiss Academies of Arts and Sciences 2017, Misuse potential and biosecurity in life sciences research
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consequences for neighbouring territories, or vacant species’ niches resulting from
eradication may be filled (perhaps by somethingworse).
Bioterrorism: there are mitigation opportunities associated with diagnostics, to
detect edited material, and therapeutics,e.g. capitalising on discovery of anti-CRISPR
proteins (or equivalent small molecules) to inhibitgene drive spread.

In summary, there are molecular, geographical and ecological options to contain gene drive
systems but they require modelling and more information about target systems. There may
also be opportunities to refine gene drives to balance efficiency and risk, according to
context.

General discussion returned to some of the issues raised by use of codes of conduct and
other research frameworks:

Some participants expressed concern at the potential for an excessively bureaucratic
burden on the academic researcher in terms of compliance and auditing,particularly
if there is duplication of procedures for assessment and monitoring. However, rather
than using compliance as a "box-ticking”exercise, there is value in instilling
awareness of security issues and the conduct of responsible science as part of the
obligations inherent in being, and being recognised as, a good researcher. This
recognition should extend to activities involved in mentoring and whistle-blowing.
Codes of conduct are relevant, and are used, in private sector research but it was

also noted thatcompanies may already be using other research management
frameworkssuch as ISO standards for bioriskmanagementand externallyverified
Quality Management Systems for recombinantDNA. Such systems would also be
relevant in academicsettings but would, again, necessitate a change in the research
culture and reward systems thatare currently dominated by the activitiesto obtain

grants and generate publications.
Voluntary codes of conduct are important but not sufficient to enhance public trust.

There must also be mechanisms to monitor and enforce — funders can enforce
standards through theircommitment to support research. While codes of conduct
have value in academic research, it may seem paradoxical to focus on this as a

mitigation approach to security if academics are not engaged in misuse. Codes of
conduct and othergovernance mechanisms are unlikely to work for those with
nefarious intent. There is concern thatadditional governance would hamper
responsible research withoutdiminishing the risks on intentional misuse.

Breakout Discussions: Addressing and Mitigating Potential Security Risks Associated with

Specific Applicationsof Genome Editing
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The goal of the breakout session was to explore the range of mitigation strategies thatcould
be applied to address potential security risks, including the role of scientists in promoting
awareness and developing norms and practices for responsible conduct of science.

Question 1 Given the potential security risks associated with this application, what are the
primary legal, regulatory and policy approaches thatcould be applied to address and
mitigate them? In addition, are there technical approaches for specific applications thatare

being or could be developed to address these risks?

Question 2 Are there approaches thatseem particularlyappropriate for this application?
Particularly inappropriate?

Question 3 If safety emerged in the previous breakout session as a major source of potential
risk, how would addressing that risk affect the potential security risks associated with this
application?

Summary of Breakout Sessions, Contributed by Ragporteurs, and Plenary Discussion

Chair Peter Mills (Nuffield Council on Bioethics)

Human cell editing

9.;

0 It is questioned whether new technologies always require new legislation, although
some of the imaginablesecurity issues, e.g. somatic cell editing enhancement for
"super soldiers” are subject to no specific regulations at present.

0 As discussed previously, it is important to strike the balance to prevent misuse of
research while not preventing research. Moratoria do not really help science but can

have political benefit in allowing time to inform and reflect.
0 Media initiatives are important to promote awareness of issues and the public

should be informed of progress, e.g. in encouraging whistle-blowing. Educational
initiatives, including those encompassed in codes of conduct, may mitigate risks
associated with nefarious intent. Othersoft governance options, e.g. by research
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funders, can also address safety and security issues. Alongside funding of genome
editing, there should be funding for counter—measures, e.g. to reverse editing and
gene drives, to develop methodsof detection and to improve public health
preparedness and responsiveness.

9.2

0 Restrictions on access to genome editing technology are inappropriate and probably
unworkable. Reiterating previous points, many scientists advise that regulation
should focus on the product not the process. It is important to engage with the
commercial community, including SMEs and venture capitalists, with a view to

incentivising compliance with governance.
0 Also, as noted previously,current regulatory frameworksseem inappropriate for

institutions operating beyond their reach, e.g. those unregulated clinics performing
IVF or providing unapproved stem cell treatments, although it is not clear thatthis
could translate into a security issue. Internationaloversight does not have sufficient
capacity but current governance measures are unlikely to prevent nefarious
misconduct.

Qi

0 There is a low risk of genome editing aerosols/viralvectors reaching unintended
recipients but a case might be made for more effective containment measures.

0 There is scope for doing more in developing internationallyaccepted standards for
clinical trials on genome editing but there is scepticism about western—driven
initiatives for global harmonisation.

0 Disproportionate public fear may impede innovation and, again, it is important for
the scientificcommunity to inform public expectations about risk and to avoid over-

promising benefits. It is improper to be anythingbut open and transparent.

Editing in agriculture

1-3

0 To reiterate, no new risks were discerned in agriculture genome editing, traits are

already regulated and no new forms of governance were proposed. There are

opportunities to share established good practice in governance in some global south
countries. Too onerous regulation in some countries may drive research elsewhere
with potential consequences for innovation and competitiveness.

o It is difficult to conceive how legislation could contribute to lowering the motivation
for malpractice.There might be opportunities to strengthen the stringency of
requirements for purchasing reagents and equipment. The DIY community is aware

of the regulatory requirements for responsible research.
0 Opportunities for education and the application of consistent quality standards

during training should be pursued.
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Gene drive applications

9.1

It is not obvious who may have malign intent or how theymight be deterred.
Broader legislative approaches may apply only after damage is done and may lack
clarity in terms of what is covered, e.g. ecological changes. In Germany, research
facilitiesneed to be licensed for genetic engineering and this form of legal
governance should be considered for othercountries where it does not already exist.
Institutional biosafetycommittees may not have appropriate expertise to assess

gene drive research and the options for adding expertise should be considered.
Laboratories working on gene drive, but with no intention to release, still generate
data thatcould be misused by others. There is a tension in controlling the flow of
knowledge — transparency is generally important for users and the public.
International treaties and conventions, e.g. CBD, may help to resolve country
competing interests.
Technicaland monitoring capabilitiesare still major barriers. Perhaps gene drive
systems should not be developed unless theycan be detected.

There is more to be done both to map legal and othergovernance systems
worldwide and to build collaboration between scientific and security communities to
understand nefarious motivations.

Training,access control and standards should be implemented consistently in
research facilities,and security requirements should be extended elsewhere, e.g. in
establishments for breeding mosquitoes.
Natural gene drive systems can provide guidance on risks and mitigation strategies.

A major risk is the loss of public confidence — the scientificcommunity must

demonstrate that it is paying attention to the issues.

Microbialapplications

1-2

Many of the elements of hard law (statutory regulations, licensing, export controls,
reporting requirements), soft law (guidelines, codes of conduct, research funder
review) and peer pressure (mentoring, ISO standards, other good practice) are

already in place and the issue is how best to achievean integrated framework.
There are particular opportunities: to co—design research project protocols
(researcher and risk assessor); to integrate education on security into initiatives on

responsible research; to find ways to support expansion of |SOs worldwide; and to

test institutional capacity and public health systems in crisis exercises. Caution
should be exercised in prescribing EU and US models for adoption worldwide.
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Safety may be more generally understandable than security — sometimes safety
encompasses security, sometimes it does not.

There is a concern that research perceived as risky could be outsourced to countries
with lower standards of regulation. International harmonisation of security controls
is difficult because it requires a high level of international trust, open discussion and
information exchange about studies and concerns.

Alexander Kagansky (University of Edinburgh) reported back from the Policy Mini-Hackathon
satellite event involving the Global Young Academy, exploring potential security concerns

and their mitigation relevant to the DIY community. This event (to be reported in detail
elsewhere) covered four topics:

How to achievesafety by design - addressing safety and security issues at the time
of project inception, buildinggovernance, considering standards as the basis for
subsequent formal regulation.
How to deal with technology thatcould pose biologicalor cultural existential threats
— requiring researchers to work with their institutions in updating requirements for
research review, including ethical review.
How to address risk and responsibility— to foster a culture of responsible science,
requiring training, again involving the wider community (including DIY scientists).
Restrictions on germline genome editing research and how to reassess current limits
— continuing efforts for international agreement on guidelines thatallow for cultural
or otherdifferences, withoutcompromising global security.

In general discussion, it was noted thatmany of the points emerging in the second round of
breakout sessions were closely related to those from the first, with many commonalities in
the issues raised between different applications. Other pervasive points were highlighted:

Are we indulging in genome editing exceptionalism— does this focus add anythingto

previous considerations about emerging technologies?
The concern thatcountries might outsource research risk is not confined to genome
editing but funders enforce regulatory standards on research theysupport
worldwide, including clinical trials.
Much of the discussion had been about safety and its mitigation. What more should
be done about security, to clarify what we are securing against? Does the lack of a

credible scenario/risk framework indicate a lack of our imagination?There is no

previous reference point to frame the potential impact of biosecurityconcerns

(unlike misuse of nuclear or chemical agents). It may be counter-productive, it is
certainly controversial, to imagine extreme scenarios but scenarios can be compared
in education efforts and as part of the proposed crisis exercises.
Discussions about genome editing have not concluded that there is no risk, rather
that there is no extra risk. Participants acknowledgedthat uncertainty, at a time of
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rapid pace of advance in science and technology, itself causes public concern. To
tacklethis concern requires ongoing and inclusive dialogue.

Public Communication and Engagement on Potential Security Risks of Genome Editing
Apglications

This session was designed to explore evidence—based, culturally-relevantconsiderations and
practices for communicatingabout the risks and benefits,and the role of the media and
scientificcommunity in the dialogue about security implicationswith society.

Chair Dietram Scheufele (University of Wisconsin-Madison) observed thatacademies and
others in the scientificcommunity are already active in engaging with society on the issues
for responsible research and innovation.There was widespread agreement in the workshop
on the necessity of broad engagement; this session covers some of the ways to do it.

Volker Stollorz (Science Media Center Germany) discussing Science Journalism in a Changing
World, described the role of professional science journalism as not only to communicate but
also to confront the science and policy communities with public expectations. "What
concerns all of us can only be solved by all of us”. Public trust increases if scientists are

perceived as knowledgeable, as actingwith integrity and for the public good. Public
concerns about genome editing security risks are heightened by:

0 Manipulation of living organisms without leaving detectable traces.

Those scenarios where the likely occurrence is low but impact would be high, e.g.
modified pathogen causing potential pandemic, the concern is compounded by
difficulties in identifying and calculating the risk.

0 The immaterial character of modification — electronic transmission of genetic
information is not susceptible to traditional control methods.

Dominigue Brossard (University of Wisconsin-Madison) presenting theScience of
Communicating Risks and Benefits: When, Why and How? proceeded from the starting point
thatconcerns about genome editing and bioterrorismare already widespread in the media,
so how do we restore public trust? Mitigating the problem is related to increasing trust.

Professor Brossard advised that risk analysis needs to imagine the worst—case scenario in
order to identify how to manage the problem. The worst—case scenario may include the DIY

community/hackingconcerns. These points would be addressed further during the
subsequent panel discussion.

Jason Delborne (North Carolina State University) reviewing Public Engagement: Rationales,
Methods and intended Outcomes, built on the previous discussion of the typology of

engagement mechanisms, also taking into account other points that had arisen during the

workshop. The most important engagement with the public occurs when information flows
in both directions and each participant can modify their position in response to the views of
the other participants. If we want our own decisions to be impacted by engagement and if

engagement is accorded the potential to influence policy, then engagement has to be

integrated into existing decision networks. Professor Delborne returned to the question of
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what are we trying to secure: different interests will define security in different ways, and
they may compete. As noted previously,whenever engagement is undertaken, certain
design decisions need to be made based upon analysis of the landscape — what and whose
are the interests? There is a history of stakeholder engagements becoming polarised, but
this likelihood is reduced if stakeholders are also collectively involved in the design of the
engagement model thatcan then be enacted in broader public engagement.

ElizabethHeitman (University of TexasSouthwestern Medical Center) reviewing Lessons
from Engaging Global Communities ofscience, returned to who should be involved in
engagement from the institutions, including: scientists and the users of science, legal
experts, research administrators, funders {including philanthropicand private sector

funders) and industry. Also, it is necessary to reflect further on where do the nefarious
actors come from — it might include those who thinkthey are doing good. Discussions on

research with dual use potential have long been part of education programmes, and other
activitieson research integrity are exemplified by IAP leadership on responsible science.
Part of the continuing difficulty experienced between different groups and countries is
ascribed to the different use of terms like risk (variablyused to denote harm or probability)
and stewardship, often interpreted as synonymous with administration, losing its moral
connotations. There are also challenges in promoting research integrity amidst a more

general culture of corruption. And, US national academywork revealed that many
biomedical researchers themselves know little about security. When engaging with the
public, it is prudent to ensure thatthe researcher is familiarwith the issues.

Reiner Korbmann (Wissenschaft Kommuniziert) in advising Connecting with Pubiics in a

Worid of Twitter, Blogs and Online News Environments, reminded participants about the
need to improve in connecting on the societal implicationsof genome editing compared to

previous occasions, e.g. on GMOs. Media are competing for sensation, social media have
transformed the spread of information and its amplification,whether true or not.
Hierarchies in communication have vanished and all arguments are equivalent in social
media. Most scientists are not familiarwith this environment, there are no markers for
orientation and they are exposed to audiencesthey have never met before. But there are

also advantages — direct access to audiences, the potential to influencemany publics and to

create communities with common interest. How, practically,should scientists connect with
this complex world:

0 Be open in speaking and listening.
0 Cooperate with communication professionals from the beginning.
0 Realise thatnot every recipe works in all circumstances.
0 Use social media actively.
- Security and safety issues are obviously important but there are many factors

involved in framing and understanding the issues.
0 Do not underestimate the activitiesof NGOs and established communities.
0 Do not rely on reasoning, talk about values.
0 Be aware thatyou are talking to all of us, not them — we are one society.
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Panel discussion

Various points raised in this and earlier sessions were discussed furtherwith the audience:

0 Costs of public engagement — how can these be afforded by developing countries?
Engagement exercises can be conducted at smallerscale while still capturing
diversity.

0 It is important to articulate benefits: how should the balance between benefitsand
concerns be valued? There are significant issues here: the public (in reality publics)
may regard ”safety” issues as a proxy label, substituting for otherconcerns (e.g.
dislike of modern agriculture or big business); benefithas to be assessed in terms of
what the public perceive as benefits,and othervalues will need to be taken into
account (in particular, whether the innovation is regarded as based on integrity and
openness). Scientists often impose technical distinctions on what the public should
thinkbut the public may use other mental frameworks.The problem is compounded
by differing perception of terms. In addition to the examples provided by Professor
Heitman, some languages use the same word for biosafetyand biosecurity,so a

distinction between the two becomesdifficult.
- To reiterate, it is imperative to build public trust in social media and elsewhere, for

scientists and for regulatory authorities.There is a role for other trusted parties such
as religious or community leaders in catalysing engagement but significant risk if
scientists are suspected of co-opting othervoices.

0 Standards of evidence are crucially important. Scientists also need to build trust in
the security community,who have differing perceptions of the threat,acknowledge
thatthere are few data points for assessment and, so, rely on expert opinion.

The Way Ahead

This session was designed to reflect on themesand lessons from the workshop, and outline
next steps to continue to build relationships to examine the security implications of genome
editing and to progress the engagement with others. In chairing the session Robin Lovell-
Badge highlighted priorities to communicate about benefits, create openness, and extend
current public engagement exercises. Final perspectives were provided by the chairs of
previous sessions:

Baerbel Friedrich repeated the Leopoldina’s conclusion that risk assessment and mitigation
are intrinsic to all scientific developments. Although there is constitutive freedom of
research it is vital to demonstrate integrity and build trust at a time of rapid change, and this
requires monitoring and flexible responsiveness. The Leopoldina’s initiativewith the MP5
and DFG to form ethicscommittees to review security-relevant research also helps to
educate younger scientists without expanding bureaucracy.This may be a model to consider
in other countries but, in addition, public engagement must be improved.

Diane Griffin giving the NASEM perspective, concluded that this internationalworkshopwas

a great start to an ongoing process. NASEM will continue its work on all the issues, including
holding a meeting on life sciences governance in 2018, and IAP will publish its report from
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this workshop. A consensus strategy is required to develop recommendations,and ideas on
how to do this are welcome.

 agreed that this should now be the starting point for furtheractivity:some of
the concerns exemplified could become indicative narratives as a tool to expand the scope
and scale of inquiry into security implications, and to feedbackto the broader discussions on

genome editing. in terms of future security, it would be useful to progress thinkingfrom the
"traditional weaponisation of disease” to ”how biosciences may be able to manipulate what
it means to be well”. There are good prospects to educate the future generation of
researchers, e.g. the iGEM safety programme is now reachingout on security issues.

Peter Mills described the relevant recent and ongoing work of the Nuffield Council on

Bioethics, including the examination of whether there is anythingsubstantially new about
the moral issues raised by genome editing — or can the arrival of genome editing help to

prioritise moral issues? There is still ambiguityon whethergenome editing can be seen to
constitute a new technology. Much work on genome editing issues has been done by other
bodies and it is important to integrate these different discussions, to seek global consensus.

Whether or not this can be achieved for security remains to be established.

Indira Nath agreeing with the importance of continuing discussion, highlighted aims for
global harmonisation in standards (both technical and for responsible conduct), governance
frameworksand the monitoring of guidelines thatalready exist. The global work of IAP and
others such as ICSU helps in these regards but regional cooperation is also needed, e.g. on

how to handle human cell editing, gene drives, and trans-border procedures. Public
inclusiveness must extend to young people and marginalised groups.

Dietram Scheufele re-emphasised three challenges for the scientificcommunity:

0 If scientists remain silent and leave the deliberativespace to others, we cannot

assume there won't be public conversation - it will happen withoutus.

0 We thinkthatwe know what the benefitsare, but they may not be regarded in the
same way by the public. It is vital to frame benefits in a meaningful way thatappeals
to consumers.

0 We say thatthere are no additional risks but then we describe genome editing as a

transformative technology. Scenarios will be imagined by others — we need to
communicate thatwe understand the problem, we are making an effort to engage,
and we are actingwith integrity.

The final question from the audience identified a new aspect of security. is there also
genetic security - a societal value held that the human genome should not be altered?
Researchers know thatthe genome is undergoing continual natural change so may find it
difficult to comprehend the public value of an inviolable genome, but this too is an issue for
wider engagement.

In closing the meeting, Volker ter Meulen noted thatthe intensive and diverse workshop
discussions had amply satisfied the expectations of the planning committee. Work would be
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needed subsequently to develop consensus recommendationsfor action, but from the
perspective of IAP there are some key messages:

Recent evidence confirms thatgenome editing will be an important tool to drive
innovation in pursuit of societal priorities.
As with other tools, it could be misused, inadvertentlyor deliberately.While the
advantages of genome editing lead to its widespread use, this does not in itself
directly promote intent to misuse. There must be balanced discussion about benefit
and risk, valuing benefits in ways thatare relevant to the public. Benefits may
include increasing security for human health and agriculture.
Our workshop discussions represent significant progress in bringing together the
science, security and policy communities to clarify if, where and how intentional
misuse can be expected and what we might do to prepare for and mitigate such
eventualities. We must listen to the concerns about misuse while also making clear
what is, or is not, scientificallyfeasible. We must continue buildinga culture of
research responsibilityand integrity, knowing that uncertainty may undermine
public confidence in science and thatotherstakeholders may have different
expectations of evidence.
The voices of global south countries are essential in our collective efforts to assess

value and harmonise risk assessment and management procedures. It is highly
desirable to build on the evidence shared and the links formed in our workshop to

develop a sustainable networkencompassing the scientificand security communities
as a basis for extending the engagement more widely. IAP is ready to continue
playing its part in doing this.
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Sent: Tuesday, October 03, 2017 10:37 AM
To: Johannes Fritsch

; ElizabethHeitman ; Sarah Carter;
; Peter Mills

Cc: Husbands, Jo; Sawyer, Keegan; Volker ter Meulen; robinfears; Peter Mcgrath; Adrion,
Ce'ina:—:Semi Aanika

Subject: Instructions — Security and Genome Editing — Breakout Session 4
Attachments: Breakout Session 4 — Instructions.pdf; Communication and Social Media Guidelines.pdf

Importance: High

Dear Colleagues,

Thank you again for accepting the invitation to participate in the internationalworkshop, Assessing theSecurity
Implicationsof Genome Editing Technology,10-13, October, 2017 in Hanover, Germany. We are emailingyou as a

group, becauseeach of you is serving as a chair, speaker, or rapporteur in the Breakout Session 4 on Addressing and
Mitigating PotentialSecurity Risks Associated withSpecificApplicationof Genome Editing. Also copied is the chair of the
plenary sessions during which breakout out groups will share the results of theirdiscussion.

To help you prepare for the workshop, we developed instructions about your role, the scope of the session,
communicationguidelines, among otherdetails. We are also emailingyou as one group to provide you with the
opportunity to introduce yourselves to one anotherand coordinate presentations or key points of discussion in advance
oftheworkshop. Please refer to the email sent last week if you would like to engage participants of the breakout session
2 as well.

Please carefully read through the following attached documents in advance of the meeting:
0 Breakout Session Instructions for Chairs, Speakers, and Rapporteurs
0 Communication and Social Media Guidelines
0 We are still accommodating last minute changes in the agenda but at any time, the most updated version of the

agenda can be found here: http1/nas-sites.ogg/dgsleventszge-security[

In the attached breakout session instructions, please take note in particular ofthe breakout session questions, the
amount of time allotted to the speakers, and the expected report-out format.

An important request and deadline, is for each speaker to provide a short abstract (2 — 3 sentences) of the key points or

questions they plan to make during the breakout session. The abstract will be used as a guide in preparing the workshop
summary. The abstracts will not be made public. We kindly ask the speakers to submit theirabstract to Robin Fears
— by 10 October, 2017.

In addition to this email, we invite you to join us for dinner on Wednesday,October 11 to get to know one anotherand
exchange ideas. Further informationabout the dinner arrangements will be provided later this week.

Additionaldetails about the workshop can be found at: http:[[gas—sites.org/deg;/events[ge—security[

If you have any questions about the upcoming workshop, please do not hesitate to contact us.



Best Wishes,
Keegan, Jo, and Audrey

Audrey D. Thévenon, PhD
Program Officer
The NationalAcademies ofSciences, Engineering and Medicine
Board on Life Sciences
500 FifthStreet, NW; Washington, DC 20001
Ph: 202-ss4~2814nj



international Workshop
Assessing the Security lmplications of

Genome Editing Technology

11-13 October, 2017
Herrenhausen Palace 0 Hanover, Germany

Instructions for Breakout Session 4 Participants

General Information

Overarching goals of theworkshop are:

o Launch a proactive, international discussion about what constitutes an evidence-
based security concern, outlining the potential near- middle- and long—term
security concerns — relating to intentional misuse — that may arise from genome
editing applications.

o Describe potential technical, operational, regulatory and governance strategies
thatmay aid the scientific and security communities in preventing or mitigating
security concerns

o Develop a networkof genome engineering, security studies, and public policy
experts to build awareness and facilitateinformationexchange about common

areas of study and concern, and potential communication mechanisms.

The Audience: Workshop attendees are a mix of scientists, security experts, and policy
makers from different sectors (academia,government, industry, and NGOs). We
anticipate 150 attendees.

Website: The workshop program and background materials are accessible here:
htt : nas~sites.or dels events e—securit

Social Media: In order to make the meeting a safe and comfortable space for everyone
to contribute, we ask you to adhere to the communication guidelines at the end of this
document. These guidelines are also posted on the website. Hashtag for the event:
#GeneEdit_Security

Report Summary: The IAP will publish a peer-reviewed workshop summary thatwill be
provided to workshop participants and broadlyavailable to the public.

Thank you very much for your willingnessto share your
expertise, ideas, and time with us on this important activity.



Breakout Chair Guidance

Your role as chair is to:

0 Introduce the session goals, the speaker, and the rapporteur.
o Facilitatethe breakout discussion in a thoughtful and respectful manner,

creating opportunities for everyone to engage in the discussion.
0 Manage the time to make sure each of the breakout questions are adequately

discussed (see questions below).
0 Ask session participants to adhere to the communicationguidelines (separate

document). Please take note thatwe are asking workshop participants to adhere
to the Chatham House Rule during breakout session discussions.

0 Develop and present the breakout session report with assistance from the
session speaker(s) and rapporteur.

Please carefully review the breakout session questions to be certain of issues that need
to be addressed in order to develop the breakout session report. Carefully divide the
time during the breakout sessions to ensure thateach question is addressed.

Session report. Each breakout group is asked to give a brief (7 minutes) presentation
during the following plenary session. The report-out should consist of concise answers

to each of the discussion questions. It should not be a summary of everythingdiscussed
during the breakout discussion. A slide template for the session report-out will be
provided at the meeting.

Speaker Guidance

Speaker Abstracts. We kindlyask you to prepare a brief abstract (“'1-paragraph)on the
key points thatyou will make in your presentation or commentary. The abstractwill be
used as a guide in preparing the workshop summary. Your abstract will NOT be made
public. Please email your abstract to Robin Fears (robinfears@ao|.com)by 10 October,
2017.

Time. Each speaker will have 7 minutes to provide framing comments and questions for
the breakout discussion.

Please carefully review the breakout session questions to be certain of issues that need
to be addressed in order to develop the breakout session report (brief power point
presentation).

Thank you very much for your willingnessto share your
expertise, ideas, and time with us on this important activity.



Rapporteur Guidance

Your role as rapporteur is to:
0 Take and organize notes for the breakout session, particularlyas they pertain to

the breakout session questions, adding additional relevant material as necessary.
Your notes will serve as a resource to the chair in developing the breakout
session report-out.

o Assist the chair with developing and/or presenting the breakout session report.
Each breakout group will give a brief (7 minutes) presentation during the
following plenary session. The report-out should consist of concise answers to
each of the discussion questions. It should not be a summary of everything
discussed during the breakout discussion. A slide template for the session
report-out will be provided at the meeting.

Please carefully review the breakout session questions to be certain of issues thatneed
to be addressed in order to develop the breakout session report (brief power point
presentation). A slide template for the session report will be provided at the meeting.

Session Instructions & Discussion Questions

Breakout sessions are a critical dimension of thisworkshop.

Chatham House Rule. In order to encourage open discussion and brainstorming, we

kindly ask participants to adhere to the Chatham House Rule during the breakout
sessions. That is, individuals are free to use the information received in outside
activities, but neitherthe identity nor the affiliationof the speaker(s), nor thatof any
other participant, may be revealed. Please carefully review the communication
guidance (separate document) for additional details.

Breakout group assignments. Each person registered for the workshop is assigned to a

breakout group. In most cases, workshop participants will be assigned to their first
preference of breakout topic. However, please understand that, in order to balance
numbers and expertise across the four groups, some participants may be allocated to a

group other than their first preference. Participants will be notified of their breakout
session at the workshop.

A list of individuals assigned to each breakout group will be sent to the breakout session
chairs, speakers, and rapporteurs in advance of the workshop.

Thank you very much for your willingnessto share your
expertise, ideas, and time with us on this important activity.



SESSION 4 ADDRESSING AND MITIGATING POTENTIAL SECURITY RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH
SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS OF GENOl'\/IE EDITING (90 I\/IINUTES)

Goal: Explore the range of technical, legal, regulatory, and policy mitigation strategies that
could be applied to address potential security risks of genome editing applications. Each
breakout groups will discuss potential strategies pertaining to 1 of 4 general applications of

genome editing (medicine, agriculture, gene drives, microbial applications), including the role of
scientists in promoting awareness and developing norms and practices for responsible conduct
of science.

1. Given the potential security implicationsassociated with this application, what are the

primary legal, regulatory, and policy approaches thatcould be applied to address and

mitigate them? In addition, are there technical approaches for specific applications that
are being or could be developed to address these risks?

2. Are there approaches that seem particularlyappropriate for thisapplication?
Particularly inappropriate?

3. If safety or other key considerations emerged in the previous breakout session as a

major source of concern, how would addressing those considerations affect the

potential security implicationsassociated with thisapplication?

Breakout Group 1: Mitigation to the risk of human cell editing applications (Auditorium)
Chair: Duanqing Pei, Chinese Academy of Sciences
Speaker: AbhimanyuVeerakumarasivam,Sunway University
Rapporteur: Johannes Fritsch, German Academy of Sciences Leopoldina

Breakout Group 2: Mitigation to the risk of applications in agriculture (Seminar2)
Chair: Sarah Hartley, University of Exeter
Speaker: Rene Custers, Vlaams Institute for Biotechnology
Rapporteur: Nina Hobbhahn, European Academies Science Advisory Council

Breakout Group 3: Mitigation to the risk of gene drive applications (Seminar 5)
Chair: ElizabethHeitman, University of TexasSouthwestern Medical Center
Speaker: Ary Hoffman, University of Melbourne
Rapporteur: Sarah Carter, Science Policy Consulting LLC

Breakout Group 4: Mitigation to the risk of microbialapplications (Seminar6)
Chair: Herawati Sudoyo, Eijkman Institute for Molecular Biology
Speaker: Filippa Lentzos, Kings College London
Rapporteur: James Revill, University of Sussex

Thank you very much for your willingnessto share your
expertise, ideas, and time with us on this important activity.



internationalWorkshop
Assessing the Security implicationsof

Genome Editing Technology

11-13 October, 2017

Herrenhausen Palace 0 Hanover, Germany

Communicationand Social Media Guidelines

Please read the following guideline before you tweet (or blog, or lnstagram, or Pinterest, or

Google+, or Linkedln, or share information through any othercommunication platform). In
order to find a balance between the needs and expectations of workshop speakers and
attendees and to make the meeting a safe and comfortable space for everyone, we ask you to

use the following guidelines:

During the plenary sessions encourage open, respectful discussion of workshop content
on social media (e.g. Twitter, Facebook,Goog|e+, etc.) and blogging platforms during
the workshop. Please use the following workshop hashtag: #GeneEdit_Security

While the default policy during the plenary sessions is to allow open discussion of
workshop presentations on social media and blogging platforms, please respect any
request from speakers to not share the contents of their presentation online. Speakers
who do not wish to have their research chare by Twitter, Facebook,or other social
networksshould make an announcement before and during her/his presentation. We
encourage speakers to also use an opt—out Twitter image on every slide of her/his
presentation to ensure their preference is known. An example of an opt—out Twitter
image can be found here: http:[[egu2016.eu[egu2016 twitter no.png

During the breakout sessions we respectfully ask all participants to adhere to
the Chatham House Rule: workshop participants are welcome to use the information
received, but neitherthe identity nor the affiliationof the speaker(s), nor thatof any
other participant, should be revealed.

We expect all meeting participants to engage to behave with the highest of decorum in
theircommunicationsonline and in person. Harassment, intimidation, or discrimination
in any form will not be tolerated. Individuals who behave in a disrespectful or

discriminatory manner will be asked to leave the workshop.


